Evaluation of a systematic cardiovascular disease risk reduction strategy in primary healthcare: an exploratory study from Zhejiang, China.
In China, cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk reduction strategies are not systematically implemented in primary healthcare (PHC). We conducted an exploratory study to evaluate the preliminary effectiveness of our systematic CVD risk reduction package in one township hospital of Zhejiang. Using the Asian Equation, we selected subjects aged 40-74 years with a calculated 10-year CVD risk of 20% or higher from the existing resident health records and research checkup. The subjects were provided, as appropriate, with the low-dose combination of CVD-preventive drugs (antihypertensive drugs, aspirin, statin), lifestyle modification and adherence strategies monthly. The intervention was piloted for three months in 2012, preceding the conduct of a cluster-based randomized controlled trial (RCT). A total of 153 (40%) subjects were recruited, with an average total 10-year risk of CVD of 28.5 ± 7.9%. After intervention, the appointment rate was up to 90%. An upward trend was observed for the use of CVD-preventive drugs. The smoking rates significantly reduced from 38 to 35%, with almost no change for salt reduction. The systolic blood pressure (BP) and diastolic BP decreased slightly. A holistic CVD risk reduction approach shows preliminary effects in a rural PHC setting of Zhejiang, China. However, further understanding is needed regarding its long-term effectiveness and feasibility in PHC practices. Our cluster-based RCT will provide the highest level of evidence for the policy development of preventing CVD in a rural PHC of China.